In this note all functions are measurable, complex valued and periodic on the real line; all distributions are tempered and periodic on the real line. Periodic means periodic of period 27r. If/is a function ||/(x)||p,<ím(i) is the Lp norm of/, taken with respect to the measure dß on [0, 2x] ; ||/||j, is the Lp norm taken with respect to ordinary Lebesgue measure; and Lp is the class of those functions/ such that ||/||"<». If F is a function, we let A2F(x, h) = F(x+h)-2F(x) + F(x+h). Remark. The assertion (iii) is, of course, an immediate corollary of (ii).
Our main objective is to supply a bound on the Lp norm of the derivative /, as well as indicating the connection of these results with a large body of results relating smoothness and differentiability con- We proceed with the proof. We have F(x)£Af, F(x)~ Y^ cneinx.
Lemma 3 asserts that Y¿ i sgn ncneinx is the Fourier series of a function g£Apr and that (1) \\g\\l:P.r á Ap\\F\\i.,p,r for some Ap independent of F. Lemma 2 asserts that gELp, so that 
11/11, á Dp\\h\\p Ú F>,5,||g||i:,,r Ú Z)p5^p||F||i:p,r.
The result follows with CP = DPBPAP. Q.E.D.
